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Abstract

\Ve view communication as action aimed at increasing
the efficiency of interaction among multiple agents.
Thus, we postulate that a speaker design a speech act
so as to maximally increase the benefit it obtains as
the result of the interaction. This paper presents a
theoretical framework which can be used by this kind
of the design process. Our framework consists of a rep-
resentation of an episteinic state of an agent engaged
in an interaction, and includes the agent’s preferences,
abilities and beliefs about the world, as well as the be-
liefs the agent has about the other agents, the beliefs
the other agents have, and so on. A pragmatic mean-
ing of a speech act can be then defined as a transfor-
mation it induces on the epistemic state of an agent.
This transformation leads to a change in the quality
of the interaction, expressed in terms of the benefit to
the agent. We propose that a rational communicative
behavior results from a speaker choosing to perform
the speech act that maximizes the expected increase
in the quality of the interaction. In this paper we
analyze questions, proposals and threats, imperatives,
and statements of knowledge and belief.

Introduction

This paper describes an extension of the preliminary
work on rational communication presented in (Gmy-
trasiewicz, Durfee, & Wehe 1991). In this paper we
present an application of a revised method of represent-
ing an agent’s state of knowledge of a multiagent in-
teraction recently presented in (Gmytrasiewicz & Dur-
fee 1995), we extend our previous approach to rational
communication by formally defining the notion of a
pragmatic meaning of a message, and expand the vari-
ations of the kinds of speech acts by considering acts
we did not consider before.

Our representation of the agent’s state of knowledge
includes the agent’s preferences, abilities and beliefs
about the physical world, as well as the agent’s be-
liefs about the other agents, their preferences and abil-
ities, their beliefs about the world and about other
agents, their beliefs about others’ beliefs, and so on.

The need to considering the nestedness of the agents’
beliefs for communication has been widely recognized
before (Austin 1962; Ballim & Wilks 1991; Clark 1992;
Cohen & Levesque 1990; Grice 1957; Mayerson 1988;
Perrault 1990; Russell & Norvig 1994; Schiffer 1972).
Our representation, the Recursive Modeling Method
(RMM), represents the nested beliefs of an agents 
well but uses the notion of a payoff matrix as a basic
building block. The payoff matrix has the advantage of
compactly representing the relevant aspects of a real-
world situation an agent is facing, and is widely used in
the field of game theory. Our representation, thus, en-
capsulates the agent’s view of the situation as a payoff
matrix, and it further includes the agent’s beliefs about
the other agents, also represented as payoff matrices,
what the agent believes about their beliefs, and so on.
A very similar constructions have been used in the area
of games of incomplete information (Harsanyi 1967;
Mertens & Zamir 1985; Aumann & Brandenburger
1994), but our formMism assumes that the agents have
a finite amount of information, which makes finding a
solution to the nested representation much easier. The
full exposition of the revised version of RMM is given
in (Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee 1995).

The nested representation of the agents beliefs in
RMM yields a solution, which is an optimal choice of
action with a uniquely specified expected benefit (util-
ity). We postulate that a rational agent, when deciding
on a communicative action, consider the expected ef-
fect of a speech act on the interaction at hand. Since
the RMM representation contains the agent’s beliefs
about other agents’ beliefs, and the speech act will al-
ter these beliefs, it is natural to model the effect of the
speech act as the transformation of the nested hierar-
chy of beliefs in RMM. Following the spirit of Grice
(Grice 1957) and Austin (Austin 1962), and working
with our framework in RIvIM, we can model the prag-
matic meaning of a message as the transformation it
induces on the RMM’s representation of the speaker’s
state of beliefs. This transformation precisely corre-
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sponds to the speaker’s projection of the expected ef-
fect of the message, and to the notion of "what the
speaker is doing with words", as suggested by Austin
and Grice for which the speaker’s meaning was of pri-
mary importance.

Further, since each of the RMM’s hierarchies of be-
liefs can be solved and yield a uniquely determined
benefit that the speaker expects as a result of the in-
teraction, the effect of the speech act considered can be
directly measured as the difference between the payoff
after the speech act, and the payoff before the speech
act. The value of the speech act can thus be deter-
mined as the increase of the benefit in the quality of the
interaction it brings about, and the rational speaker
should choose to transmit messages that optimize this
value. 1

In the following sections we provide the formal def-
inition of the notion of the pragmatic meaning the
speaker uses while deciding on the appropriate mes-
sage to transmit. We then examine the pragmatic
meaning that call be assigned to various speech acts.
We concentrate on questions, proposals, threats, im-
peratives, and on statements expressing information
about agents’ beliefs, or their propositional attitudes,
which complement the intentional, modeling and ac-
knowledging messages considered in our earlier work
(Gmytrasiewicz, Durfee, & Wehe 1991).

Value of Communication - Basic
Approach

The value of communication stems from the changes
in the beliefs of the agents, and from the improved co-
ordination and overall quality of the interaction that
results. To put our discussion on a concrete ground we
will now briefly present a simple interaction scenario,
describe the way our method represents the nested be-
liefs of the agents involved, and illustrate our basic
approach to deriving the value of communicative acts.
The example itself is similar to the one considered be-
fore (Gmytrasiewicz, Durfee, & Wehe 1991), and the
formalism of the representation is discussed in detail
in (Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee 1995).

Let us imagine an autonomous outdoor robotic ve-
hicle, called R1 (see Figure 1), that is attempting 
coordinate its actions with another robotic vehicle, R2.
The mission is a version of a cooperative engagement
and involves gathering information while minimizing

~The notion of the utility of a message we use here is
orthogonal to the notion of the value of information consid-
ered in decision theory (Pearl 1988). The latter expresses
the value of information to its recipient. ~Ve, on the other
hand, consider the value of a message to its sender, since,
of course, it is the sender that makes the decision of if, and
what, to communicate.

cost (fuel and/or time consumed). Thus nearby lo-
cations with high elevation are good candidates for
observation points. For R1, two points, P1 and P2,
are worth considering. P2 has a higher elevation and
would allow twice as much information to be gathered
as P1, and/~l estimates that the information gathered
from P1 and P2 have the expected values of 2 and 4,
respectively.

Assume that R1 has three alternative courses of ac-
tion: observing from P1, observing from P2, or do-
ing neither and sitting still, labeled a~, a~, and a~.
Say that the expected cost (time or energy) to R1 
pursuing each of these is proportional to the distance
traveled, yielding a. cost of 1 for a~, 2 for a~, and 0
for a1. We further assume in this example that each
of the robots can make only one observation, and that
each of them benefits from all information gathered (no
matter by which robot), but incurs cost only based on
its own actions. 2 The relevant alternatives of R2 are
a~ through a32, and correspond to R2’s taking the ob-
servation from point P1, P2, and staying put or doing
something else, respectively.

As we mentioned, the above information can be con-
cisely represented as a payoff matrix. For example, the
entry in the matrix corresponding to Rl’s pursuing a]
and R2’s pursuing a22 is the payoff for R1 computed as
the total value of the information gathered by both
robots from both P1 and P2 minus Rl’s own cost:
(2+4) - 1 = 5. The other payoffs can be computed
similarly and assembled in the payoff matrix depicted
on the top of the hierarchies in Figure 2.

The hierarchy on the left in Figure 2 contains ad-
ditional nested levels. On the second level resides the
information R1 has about the decisionmaking situation
that the agent R2 is facing. Here it happens that R~
is uncertain whether R2 can see the point P2 through
the trees and the two alternative models on the second
level correspond to the possibilities that it can or can-
not, with the likelihood that R2 cannot see through the
foliage estimated by/~1 to be 0.9. The models on the
second level end in uniform probability distributions
on the third level. These models represent the fact
that, in this particular example, agent R2 has no in-
formation whatsoever on which to base its own model
of R1, and that R1 knows that. Thus, according to the
principle of indifference (Neapolitan 1990) R2 would
assign equal probabilities to alternative actions of -R1
in its model in every case.

The hierarchy of nested payoff matrices, called the

2These assumptions are only for the purpose of keeping
our example simple. In no way do they limit the applica-
bility of the method we propose.
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recursive model structure, can be readily solved. For
the case before communication, depicted on the left on
Figure 2, if R2 cannot see thorough the trees then the
better action for it is to stay put (with the expected
payoff of 1, vs. 0 expected from attempting to observe
fi’om P1), while if it can see P2, then observing from

6 forP2 is best (the expected utilities are 4, ~ and
observing from P1, observing from P2 and staying still,
respectively). Since R1 believes there is only a prob-
ability of .1 that R~ knows about P2, it attributes an
expected strategy of (0 .1 .9) to R2’s observing from
P1, observing from P2 or staying put, respectively. Us-
ing this at the root of the recursive tree, R1 will prefer
action a~: it will move to P2 (with an expected payoff
of 2).

Figure 2 depicts how RI could model the way a mes-
sage, M1, stating "There is an observation point P2,
twice as high as P1, behind the trees", could change
the situation. As we mentioned, the transformation
M1 would induce on -~l’S state of knowledge is the
model of Mx’s pragmatic meaning, using which R1 can
determine the value of sending M1. In this particu-
lar case, the pragmatics of M1 can be modeled by R1
simply by noting that as a result of receiving it R2
will know about the point P2. The modified recursive
model structure reflects this.u

In general, we denote the pragmatic meaning of a
message M, transforming the recursive model struc-

M
ture, RMSn,, of the speaker agent Ri, as RMSn, >
RMS~I. We can now formally define the utility of a
message for a sending agent as the difference in its ex-
pected utility resulting from its model of the message’s
pragmatic meaning:

U(M) = Up,,, (Y) - Up(X) (1)

where Uv.~(Y) is the expected utility of the agent’s
best action Y after sending message M, and Uv(X)
is the expected utility of the agent’s best action X
before. PM encapsulates the knowledge of other agents’
behavior after message M has been sent.

In the example case of the message M1, with prag-
matics modeled as in Figure 2, it can be easily com-
puted that R1 could expect a payoff of 5 if it were
to transmit Ml, and the value of this message is
U(l’tfl) = 5 2 = 3. We would lik e to observe that
this result coincides with the usual human observer’s
estimate that this message is the appropriate one in
this situation.

3See (Gmytrasiewicz, Durfee, & \Vehe 1991; Gmy-
trasiewicz & Durfee 1995) for cases involving unreliable
communication channels.

Questions

The ability to ask questions features prominently in
human communicative behavior. In our representa-
tion, in which we view an agent as a rational optimizer
of its own preferences, the problems of asking ques-
tions brings out a subtle issue of autonomy. The basic
question that arises is: Why should a fully autonomous
being pay any attention to other agents’ requests for in-
formation?. As we have shown above, the computation
of the utilities of messages and actions is performed ex-
clusively from the point of view of a given agent, and
the fact that another agent would like to receive some
information does not enter into these calculations. To
understand question asking and answering, therefore,
we have to view them not as requests, but as declara-
tions of lack of knowledge.

Let us consider the scenario depicted in Figure 1
again, but let us modify it slightly such that now the
stand of trees between R2 and P2 consists of only a
single tree. Assuming that R1 now expects R2 to be
extremely likely to see P2 (say, with probability .99), 
would compute that R2 will stand still with the prob-
ability of 0.01 (if it does not see P2), and will observe
from P2 with the probability 0.99. In turn, this gives
R1 expected utilities of 4.96 for a~, 2 for a1, and 3.96
for a~.

As detailed in preceding section, if R1 were to send
R2 message M1 to ensure that R2 knew about P2,
then R1 could increase its expected utility to 5 (as-
suming correct message transmission). Thus, in this
case, the message would increase the expected utility
by 5.0 - 4.96 = 0.04. Assuming that it costs noth-
ing to send a message, sending this message would
be rational. But let us assume that sending a mes-
sage costs something, say 0.1. Now the utility of the
message minus the cost of the communicative action
is 0.04 - 0.1 = -0.06, so sending the message would
be irrational for R1. Intuitively, R1 is sufficiently sure
that Re has the relevant information it needs, so it does
not pay to transmit information that is very likely to
be redundant.

However, now imagine that R1 receives from R2 a
message, M2, declaring R2’s lack of information: "I
cannot see through the tree". The immediate pragmat-
ics of this new knowledge is to cause R1 to transform
its recursive model structure, leading it to now believe
that R2 only knows about P1 and will h~ve intentional
probabilities [0, 0, 1], meaning that R2 will sit still. In
turn, now R1 expects utilities of 1 for a~, 2 for a1, and
0 for a~. Its best action now is a1, with an expected
payoff of 2; the message it received caused it to revise
its expected utility downward, from 4.96 to 2!

But now R1 should reconsider sending the message
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about P2 to R2, in effect answering the question. As
before, successfully sending the message leads R1 to
expect a payoff of 5, which is much better than its
current expectation of 2. The utility of the message
minus the cost of sending it is 3 - 0.1 = 2.9, and R1,
being rational, will respond to R2’s message M2 and
inform it about point P2. That means that M2, while
declaring iguorance, was really an effective question
that R2 asked R1.

Now that we have established how answering a ques-
tion can be rational even for an autonomous agent, let
us turn to asking the question in the first place. Look-
ing at the situation from R2’s perspective, all it sees
in its environment are R1, P1, and trees. Based on
prior knowledge (for example, that observation points
commonly come in pairs), R2 might hypothesize that
with probability 0.4 there is another observation point
hidden behind tile trees. If it assumes that this obser-
vation point will be worth 2 like P1,4 and that it will
cost 1 to get there, the expected utility for R2 to go to-
ward the hoped-for observation point is the probability
the point is there times tile worth of the point, minus
the cost of going there: (0.4 x 2) - 1 = -0.2. This nega-
tive expected utility means that it would be irrational
for R2 to act oil tile hunch that another observation
point might be behind the tree.

But here is when asking a question, stated as a decla-
ration of ignorance, can help. How would R2 compute
the value of the question? Say that R2 believes that
there is a 0.4 probability that it will receive an affir-
mative answer (using the prior knowledge above), and
ill that case it goes to the point to gain a payoff of 1
(since the expected worth is 2 and the expected cost
of going to the point is 1). With 0.6 probability, it will
receive a negative answer, and will stay still, gaining
no additional payoff from its actions. Since it is cur-
rently expecting to gain nothing from its actions, the
expected utility of asking the question is the expected
improvement to its payoff (0.4 x 1) minus the cost 
sending the message (0.1). Asking the question thus
has a utility of 0.3, and it is rational for R2 to ask.

Of course, tile analysis done above has R2 assume
that R1 will correctly interpret and truthfully respond
to the message. Before sending the question, R2 can
first model R1 to model the possible ways that the mes-
sage might transform 121’s recursive model structure,
and then decide fi’om those whether it can expect R1
to truthfully answer. In a manner similar to the above
analysis about answering questions, R2 will conclude
that, if there is another worthwhile observation point
behind the tree, it will be rational for R1 to respond
truthfully. If there is no observation point behind the

4Note that, in reality, this is an underestimate.

tree, saying this will not benefit R1, and in fact will
cost it 0.1 (the cost of sending a message). Thus, 
there is no observation point, R1 will never respond.
With this analysis, R2 will conclude that it is rational
to ask the question, to believe R1 if it responds, and to
stay still (which is what it would have done anyway)
otherwise.5

Proposals and Threats
Proposals may be postulated to have the following
form: "If you do A, then I will do B". Consider
the scenario depicted in Figure 1 again, now with
another modification according to which observation
made from the point P2 has a worth of 4 only to R1

(it is worth 0 to R2). Assuming that R2 is aware 
P2, it would be to R1 ’s benefit if R2 made the observa-
tion from P2, but it is unlikely that this would happen,
given that in R2’s payoff matrix, depicted below, the
option of staying still seems always better than making
the observation from P2.

aI a~ a~
al2 0 0 0

R2 a~ 1 -1 -1
a2 2 0 0

Thus, given the above, it seems that the best /~1
can do is not to expect -R2 to do anything, to make.
the observation from point P2 itself, and to expect the
benefit of 2 as the result. But let us investigate the
usefulness to R1 of transmitting a proposal to/~2 in a
message M3, stating: "If you observe from P2, then I
will observe from PI’. This message would have the
effect of changing the entries of R2’s payoff matrix as
follows:

R1

al a~ a1

al 2 0 0 0
R2 a 2 X 1 X

a~ 2 0 0
In the new situation the "X" in the above payoff

matrix indicate that the corresponding entries will not
be exercised. Now it turns out that it will pay off for
R2 to pursue its a22 option, i.e., observe from the point
P2, even if it were to assume that R1 is equally likely
to pursue any of its options if R2 attempted to observe
from P1 or stay still. 6 That means that R1 can now

5Of course, if R1 were to value sending R2 on a wild
goose chase, and /i~2 did not know about this propensity,
then R1 could successfully lie to R2. For further investi-
gation into honesty and trust among rational agents, the
reader is referred to (Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee 1993 to ap-
pear; Zlotkin & Rosenschein 1991; 1993).

6The expected utilities would be 0, 1 and 2/3 for a~, a~,
and a2, respectively. We should note that this calculation
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make the observatiou from P1 and expect the payoff of
5 as the total benefit from the whole interaction. The
value of the message M3 is thus U(M3) -- 5 - 2 = 

The agent R1 can also consider issuing a threatening
message, M.1, in the above situation, stating "If you
do not observe fl’om P2, then I will observe fl’om P2".
Threats can, therefore, be considered to be a variation
of proposing messages. The effect of M4 on the payoff
matrix of the agent R2 is as follows:

R1
a{ 4

a~ X 0 X
R2 a~ 1 -i -i

a~ x 0 x
Assuming that the above threat carries no informa-

tion about what R1 will do if R2 did observe from P2,
the value of this threat is questionable, since it still
seems better for R2 to stay put than risking the neg-
ative utility of -1. Of course, the most informative
message that R1 could send to induce R2 to observe
from point P2 would be to combine the promise and
the threat, and transmit "If you observe from P2, then
I will observe fl’om P1, but if you do not observe from
P2, then I will observe from P2". This message has
the expected value equal to the proposal 1"vI3, but has
the added advantage of not being dependent on the as-
sumption that all alternative actions of R1 not explic-
itly mentioned in M3 will be treated as equally likely
by R2.

The fact that the threatening message ]tQ consid-
ered above was not useful does not mean that threats
are never useful. They could be, particularly in ad-
versarial situations, i.e., when the preferences of the
agents are nearly opposite7, and when a threat can be
made convincing, for example by an agent leaving it-
self no alternative to the one contained in the threat.
The space limitations prevent us from exploring these
issues here and the interested reader can consult (Gmy-
trasiewicz &: Rosenschein 1993) for further details.

Imperatives

The consideration of imperative messages, like an order
for Re that could be issued by the agent R1, "Observe
from P2!", rise issues similar to these considered while
analyzing questions: Why should an autonomous agent
ever pay any attention to the orders given by others?
Thus, it seems to never be the case that imperatives
make sense in the society of autonomous agents. In

assumes that the message M3 only informs what the agent
R1 will do if R2 observes from P2, and carries no informa-
tion about Rl’s possible courses of action if R2 does not
observe from P2.

7In the extreme case the agents can be involved in the
zero sum game.

majority of the situations this indeed is the case, and
persuasion should be more effective than issuing an
order. By persuasion we mean here simply informa-
tive statements, like the message M1 considered before,
that are valuable since they inform an agent about rel-
evant circumstances, and suggest a desirable course of
action as a side effect.

However, there are circumstances in which a pure
and unexplained order makes sense. These are cir-
cumstances in which one accounts of the costs (time,
effort) of decision-making. In a. nutshell, it is ratio-
nal for an agent to obey an order from another if the
default utility of obeying is greater than the (possibly
larger) utility of independent decision-making minus
the cost of that decision-making. At an intuitive level,
when I hear someone shout "Duck!" it might be better
for me to rapidly follow this instruction than respond
more slowly (too late) after assessing the situation and
deciding for myself on the proper action.

In its simplest form, an imperative can be postu-
lated to transform an agent’s recursive model structure
from which it derives its stra£egy into simply a strat-
egy to follow. That is, the agent discards the deeper
machinery and simply obeys the command. Because
the decision to do so involves a tradeoff of costs and
benefits of using the machinery, an imperative causes
reasoning at the meta-level. Since RMM has not yet
addressed meta-level reasoning issues to any great ex-
tent, the decision as to when to follow the command
cannot at this time be reduced to operational terms.
Clearly, the deciding factors will involve comparing the
expected payoff of following the command (what does
the command imply about the likely decisions of oth-
ers, and what kind of payoffs are likely to be received
based on these implications) against the expected pay-
off of deeper reasoning (what better decisions might be
made, how much better might they be, and how much
will it cost to find them). Our ongoing research is delv-
ing into meta-level issues, so as to eventually capture
such reasoning about imperatives.

Statements of Propositional Attitudes

\¥e take statements of propositional attitudes to be
ones like "I know what is behind the wall", or "He
knows what is in the jar". The semantics of propo-
sitional attitude statements have received much at-
tention in the AI literature (Halpern & Moses 1990;
Konolige 1986). Our treatment here is not meant to
be nearly as rigorous as should be required to precisely
pin down the meaning of such statements. What we
would like to illustrate, however, is how the statements
of this kind can be of value within the framework we
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propose, given some straightforward postulates of what
they intend to convey.

Recall tile example scenario considered before in
which the agent R1 did not know whether the other
agent, R2 could see the observation point P2 through
the trees. Let us assume that R~ can see the point P2
behind the trees. Is it valuable for/~2 to let R1 know,
for example by sending the message &’Is "I know what
is behind the trees"? The answer can be arrived at
by considering how R2 could model M5’s pragmatics,
depicted in Figure 3.

Thus, the pragmatics of M5 is that it removes Rl’s
uncertainty as to whether R2 knows what is behind
the trees. The solution of both of the reeursive model
structures in Figure 3 is straightforward. If M5 is not
sent R2 would expect/~l to observe from P2, and R2
would expect the benefit of 4. If/l,/5 is sent, on the
other hand, R1 would observe from P1, and R2 could
make the observation from P2 and obtain the benefit
of 5. The value of the message is U(Ms) = 5 - 4 = 

Let us note that this case point to the possibility
that the agents’ states of knowledge are not consistent.
It may be that R1 believes that R2 does not know
anything about R1, which may be known to R2, and
not true. It is clear that inconsistencies of this sort
may happen frequently, and that the agents have to be
able to effectively communicate by taking them into
consideration.

Conclusions

We have considered a number of types of speech acts
and attempted to evaluate their value for the agents in-
volved in an interactions using our Recursive Modeling
Method. Thus, apart from the intentional, acknowl-
edging and modeling messages, considered in (Gmy-
trasiewicz, Durfee, & Wehe 1991), we were able to ad-
dress questions proposals and threats, imperatives, and
messages stating propositional attitudes. It turns out
that in the society of purely autonomous agents intent
on maximizing their own benefit, questions are best
interpreted as declarations of ignorance, and impera-
tives make sense only when individual decisionmaking
is both redundant and costly.

Our results so far are intuitive. The expected utility
of messages we have considered seem to coincide with
our human assessment of what messages are most ap-
propriate for a limited set of situated scenarios. In
our future work we will undertake a more exhaustive
testing of this correlation.

We have not said much about the requirement of
language and background knowledge commonality, so
frequently required in other treatments (see, for exam-
ple (Clark 1992) for interesting discussion) as a pre-

requisite for effective communication. We see these
issues as included in our notion of the speaker’s model
of the messages’ pragmatics, and thus directly enter-
ing into the utility considerations above. Thus, we do
not have assume that the agents necessarily share the
same language, or that no ambiguities of interpretation
will arise because our method is inherently probabilis-
tic. Say, for instance, that the speaker estimates the
likelihood that the hearer speaks English to be p. The
pragmatic meaning of any statement made in English,
then, will simply include the possibility (a branch in
the recursive model structure) that the hearer under-
stood the message, and include the possibility (with
the probability 1 -p) that the message was not un-
derstood. It is important to note that both of these
possibilities, with their associated probabilities, con-
stitute the pragmatics of the message in this case. Of
course, the utility of the message uttered in English in
this case will likely increase with the probability p, as
would be expected.

In our future investigation, apart from attempting to
verify the correspondence of our utility estimates to the
decisions made by human subjects, we will concentrate
on compiling the first-principle method of deciding on
the proper speech act. This gives rise, naturally, to the
establishment of protocols. The combinatorics of the
search for the optimal message we consider here can
be greatly reduced by restricting the types of messages
considered and by clustering collections of communica-
tions together into "standard" interactions (question-
answer, or announce-bid-award, for example). As clus-
ters grow and are reapplied to different (but similar)
situations, they become stored plans of communica-
tion, which means that they begin to resemble proto-
cols. Thus, while substantial research is needed to ade-
quately operationalize this process of going from com-
puting utilities of individual actions based on trans-
forming a nested modeling structure, all the way up
to representing generalized protocols for guiding di-
alogues, this research path looks both important (to
build systems that can survive and establish new proto-
cols when known protocols fail based on first-principle
methods) and promising (since we have, in this paper,
described how to derive primitives for such protocols,
such as query-response, within this h’amework).
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